• For instance a sample space generated by the cartesian product of two sets. happened.
-Sample space generated by the cartesian product of two sets. 
( ) ( )
Explaination of dependent events by means of the sample space 
Independence by inclusion Application to Scale Free objects Application to Scale Free objects
• Flips of coins. 10.000 vs. 1.000.000 • What does mean? Probability of the intersection of a set of independent events.
• Probability of the union of independent events • Formally the union of all the elements, consists on the event:
-E={Simultaneously of the elements of the set appear}
• Note:
PropositionsRelations between objectsNumbers →→
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When intersection of sets corresonds to multiplication of probabilities? 
Probability of getting at least one event of a set of independent events
-E={At least one of the elements of the set appear} -E={Not a single element of the set appears }
• Which is equivalent to
• Probability of the union of independent events ( ) 
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Example 2
• Another way of deriving the formula:
• Throw a coin N times, what is the probability that heads occur on at least one trial? 
